Fairlawns Takes South African Spas to New Levels
Fairlawns Boutique Hotel and Spa, tucked away in the leafy residential outskirts of Sandton, already has numerous
awards under its belt for its breath-taking Balinese-style spa with exotic gardens. Now it is set to raise the benchmark
yet again – as the hotel has purchased an adjoining property and will be launching its new green space extension early
next year - yet another milestone on the R25-million reinvention journey of this stylish boutique hotel.
At an incredible 1.5 acres, it will be the largest and most exclusive spa and wellness space in all of Johannesburg where guests can truly retreat from the daily grind and just unwind, digitally disconnect - and reconnect with nature
to revitalise body and soul.
The new 920 m2 extension will include an undercover heated hydro pool, rim flow Jacuzzi, Sentō bath (Japanese style
herbal bath), relaxation lounges and salas, a private dining sala for 12 guests, and many other exciting additions such
as a couples treatment suite with Swiss shower and double bath and a maze with self-therapy scrubs and jets that
guests can enjoy at leisure – and at no additional charge.
According to Managing Director, Michael Kewley, “This new addition will most definitely anchor Fairlawns as the
number one boutique city resort hotel in Johannesburg. With 7 acres of private estate like grounds - the outside
world can most definitely wait! The holistic approach to the spa additions as well as complimentary self-treatment
spaces will be added value to visitors. We will also now offer cafe style food and beverages to keep our guests relaxed
and comfortable on the spa complex. Disconnect, and reconnect with the peace and tranquillity that will the Spa at
Fairlawns Boutique hotel”.
Check out their spa brochure for more details on the treatments offered.

